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For a totally real number field F, the values of partial ray-class zeta-functions at
&k, k # N, may be calculated using generating functions due to Shintani. These are
associated to ‘‘cone decompositions’’ in FR which, however, seem rather non-
canonical for F{Q. Motivated by Iwasawa Theory and p-adic L-functions, we obtain
new generating functions by passing to a certain p-adic limit in the case [F :Q]=2,
h+(F )=1. We investigate these limiting functions, showing that they possess
several pleasing properties not shared by Shintani’s.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let F be an algebraic number field with ring of integers OF and f a con-
ductor for F in the sense of Class Field Theory. We denote by Cl f (F ) the
group of ray-classes of fractional ideals I of F, modulo f. To each class a
in Cl f (F ) is associated a partial zeta function ‘F (a, f, s), which is defined in
the first place for complex s with Re(s)>1 by
‘F (a, f, s) := :
I/OF
I # a
1
[OF : I]s
(1)
and is then extended by analytic continuation to a meromorphic function
on the whole complex plane, with a unique simple pole at s=1.
The most elementary examples of such functions are obtained by taking
F to be Q and f to be the formal product of the integral ideal f Z ( f>0)
with the unique archimedean place . The ray-class group can then be
identified with (Zf Z)_ and for each invertible residue class a (0<a<f,
(a, f )=1), the partial zeta function ‘Q (a , f, s) is equal to f &s‘(s, af ) where
‘(s, af ) denotes the Hurwitz zeta function, (see [Wa, Ch. 4]). Its values at
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non-positive integers can be given individually in terms of Bernoulli poly-
nomials or collectively (and equivalently) by means of a rational generating
function as follows. For f and a as above we set
qa (X ) :=
(1+X)a
1&(1+X ) f
# Q(X )
Then
‘Q (a , f, &k)=(k!)_\Laurent coefficientof zk in qa (ez&1) + for all k # N (2)
We take as the starting point for this paper the formulae of Shintani,
analogous to (2), which express the special values ‘F (a, f, &k), for all
k # N and for any totally real number field F in terms of certain generating
functions (see [Sh]). One usually insists that a be a ‘‘narrow’’ ray-class,
namely that the infinite part of f be the formal product of all the real places
of F. When such a field is different from Q, the action of its unit group
E(F )=O_F must be taken into account in defining the generating functions
and Shintani showed how this could be done by means of ‘‘cone decom-
positions’’ of fundamental domains in R[F : Q ] for the action of appropriate
subgroups of E(F ) which depend on f. There remains, however, one aspect
of Shintani’s formulae which some have regarded as an aesthetic, if not a
technical defect (cf. the remarks of Katz in [Ka, Section V]), namely that
even for fixed f and F{Q, the fundamental domain and its cone decom-
position are in no sense uniquely determined. Moreover, different choices
of decomposition lead to different generating functions and there seems to
be no obvious way of making a canonical choice. This failure of uniqueness
for fields of higher degree is no doubt responsible in part for the breakdown
in the relatively tight correspondence between the formal properties of the
zeta-functions and those of the generating functions which is observed in
the case F=Q. To illustrate this point, consider the evident distribution-
type relations satisfied by the functions [‘F (a$, f$, s)] a$ with respect to the
[‘F (a, f, s)]a whenever f$ is a multiple of f (with the same prime factors,
for simplicity). A glance at the case F=Q suggests the significance of
the arithmetical structures reflected by these relations. (For instance, the
implied relations between the explicit values of the derivatives at s=0
of the functions ‘Q(a , f, s)+‘Q(&a , f, s) amount to the norm relations
between cyclotomic units of different conductors. The latter have important
applications to the arithmetic of abelian fields via Euler Systems, Coleman
power-series etc. If the Stark conjectures are to be believed then a similar
phenomenon can be expected for any F.) However, while the distribution
relations carry across to the generating functions [qa $(X)]a $ and [qa (X)]a
for F=Q, for fields of higher degree, the generating functions do not obey
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the corresponding relations, at least not if we follow Shintani in letting
the fundamental domains vary with the conductor.
Our purpose here is to introduce a new class of generating functions
obtained by passing to a certain p-adic limit in Shintani’s construction.
We have chosen to do this in the simplest possible situation in which F
is not the rational field: henceforth we shall take F to be a real quadratic
field, denoted K, whose narrow class-number h+(K) is assumed to be 1.
Our construction has an Iwasawa-theoretic flavour. We fix a prime
number p which splits in K and a positive rational integer f such
that ( f, p)=1. We write fN for fpN, N=0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and consider
simultaneously the infinite sequence of conductors [fN : N0] where, for
each N, fN denotes the formal product of the integral ideal fNOK with the
two archimedean places 1 and 2 of K. In Section 2 we describe the
Shintani generating functions appropriate to the above situation. At level
N they involve not only N itself but also an extra parameter N$ (an
integer greater that or equal to N) which, in rough terms, describes a
choice of cone decomposition. In Section 3 we study the behaviour of
these functions as N and N$ vary and then construct the ‘‘universal
generating function’’ Q: by passing to a p-adic limit as N$ tends to
infinity. (Here, : # (OKfNOK)_ determines the ray-class a modulo fN).
This Q: is the ratio of two, 2-variable power-series whose coefficients lie
not in K, as those of Shintani’s functions do, but in its completion Qp .
One virtue of these limiting functions is that the arbitrariness inherent in
the choice of cone decomposition is to some extent removed. In addition
to (and, as it often seems, because of) this increased ‘‘canonicality’’, they
have several attractive properties which are not shared by Shintani’s
functions and which are investigated Section 4 of this paper. Some
of these reflect the above-mentioned analogy with the properties of the
partial zeta-functions, for example ‘‘universality’’ itself, a terminology
intended to echo the ‘‘universal norms’’ of Iwasawa Theory. This refers to
a strong form of the above-mentioned distribution relations (written in
terms of : rather than a) in the case f$=fpn, n # N. Other properties
which we study may be considered of interest in their own right but
might also be relevant to two further developments of the theory which
we now sketch.
Firstly, the construction of the universal generating functions Q: can be
generalised to produce similar p-adic functions attached to lattices in any
real quadratic field in which p splits. An interesting new aspect of these
generalised functions is their behaviour with respect to a ‘‘multiplicative’’
change of lattice. By generalising the ‘‘Unit Transformation Formula’’
(Section 4.4) we find that they satisfy a transformation law under an action
of 10( p)/SL2(Z), which is strongly reminiscent of the one satisfied by
(the logarithm of) a complex-valued Jacobi form (see [EiZa]).
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A second (potential) development concerns the construction of p-adic
abelian L-functions over F by p-adic interpolation of (modified) special
values at s=&k. By expressing the L-functions as linear combinations of
certain ‘‘twisted’’ zeta-functions, Pierrette Cassou-Nogue s showed in [CN]
how to use Shintani’s formulae to get an essentially elementary interpo-
lation, then Katz [Ka] showed how to streamline this process: The
‘‘twisting’’ introduces certain roots of unity into the denominators of the
generating functions and thus turns them into power-series. These then
correspond formally to certain p-adic-valued measures whose ‘‘Mellin
transforms’’ give the p-adic L-functions. (See also [La] for the case F=Q,
and [Am] and [Am-Ve] for more on the power-seriesmeasure corre-
spondence in a general setting). The formalism alone of this correspond-
ence is strong enough to provide some insight into the nature of the
generating functions we consider (for example, in interpreting certain group
actionssee Remark 4.1) even though Q: itself is not in fact a power-series
but a quotient of two such. If, however, we wanted to use it to produce an
actual power series and hence a measure (or distribution) for p-adic inter-
polation, then we could ‘‘twist’’ as before, or alternatively subtract the
explicit ‘‘polar part’’ for the universal generating function obtained in
Section 4.5. We shall not do this here, so the idea that Q: might thus
provide a ‘‘better’’ interpolation remains rather speculative. Nevertheless,
this possibility was and continues to be one of our principal motivations.
If realised, it might, for example, lead to more explicit formulae for p-adic
L-functions at s=1 than those hitherto known (see [Im])perhaps some
sort of p-adic Kronecker Limit Formula for the real quadratic field K.
2. Shintani’s Generating Functions
In this section we will use the complex-analytic results of [Sh] to derive
formulae for the values of ‘K (a, fN , s) at s=0, &1, &2, ... .
First, we need some notation and two preliminary lemmas on the ray-
class groups Cl fN(K). For an element a of K we shall write ar0 to indicate
that it is totally positive and for x, y # K_, the notation x#y (mod fN) will
indicate that xyr0 and that vP (x&y)vP ( fN) for all prime ideals P of
O dividing fN . We write O and E for OK and E(K), the ring of integers of
K and its unit group respectively. Let E+ denote the subgroup of totally
positive units and for each N # N let EN<E+ denote the subgroup
[x # E : x#1 (mod fN)]. We fix generators of these subgroups as follows.
First we choose a fundamental unit = of K (so NKQ ==&1). Then =+ :==2
is a generator of the infinite cyclic group E+ and we fix a generator =N of
EN , for each N # N, by defining it to be the first positive power of =+ which
lies in EN . We denote by $ the common valuation of =1&1 at each of the
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two primes lying above p in K. Then we have E1=E2= } } } =E$ and, for
each i # N, [E$+i+1 : E$+i]=p (that is, =$+i== p
i
$ ). Since K has narrow
class number equal to 1, we can write the ray-class group as the quotient
Cl fN(K)=
[(x): x # K_, xr0, vP (x)=0 \P | fN]
[(x): x # K_, x#1 (mod fN)]
(3)
The following elementary lemma gives a more explicit description of
Cl fN(K). (We write O+ for the set of totally positive integers of K and con-
sider elements of (OfNO)_ as ‘‘cosets’’, i.e. as subsets of O).
Lemma 2.1. Let N be a non-negative integer.
(i) If we fix : # (OfNO)_ then, for each a # : & O+ , the principal ideal
(a) defines the same class [(a)] in Cl fN(K).
(ii) The map defined by sending : to [(a)] ( for any a # : & O+) is a
surjective homomorphism from (OfNO)_ onto Cl fN(K) whose kernel is
generated by the image = + of =+ in (OfNO)_.
The map in Part (ii) of this lemma will be denoted %N . Passing to the
quotient, it allows us to identify Cl fN(K) with the quotient group
(OfNO)_(= +) , if we so choose. Here is a refinement of part (i):
Lemma 2.2. Let N be a non-negative integer, let E$ be non-trivial a sub-
group of EN and let : be an element of (OfNO)_. Then : & O+ is stable
under multiplication by elements of E$ and if R$ is any complete set of repre-
sentatives for this action then the mapping a [ (a) defines a surjective,
[EN : E$ ]-to-1 map from R$ onto the set of integral ideals in %N(:).
In order to apply Lemma 2.2 to the partial zeta-functions we need to
construct explicit fundamental domains for the action of units. This con-
struction is, in fact, an almost trivial case of Shintani’s more general cone
decompositions. Let ,i : a [ a(i), for i=1, 2, be the two real embeddings of
K. We normalise their ordering (relative to our choice of =+) by insisting
that
=(1)+ >=
(2)
+ >0 (4)
(so that =(1)N >=
(2)
N >0 for any N) and we write ,=(,1 , ,2) for the embedding
,: K  R2 which sends a # K to the pair (a(1), a(2)). This embedding maps
O+ into R
2
+ (the ‘‘first quadrant’’) and the multiplicative action of ’ # E+
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on O+ corresponds by , to the restriction of its action on R2+ by ‘‘transla-
tion along hyperbolas’’: ’(x1 , x2)=(’(1)x1 , ’(2)x2)=(’(1)x1 , (’(1))&1 x2).
For each N$0 we define two subsets of R2+:
C N$ :=[*,(1)++,(=N$) # R2: *, + # R, *>0, +0]
and
C

N$ :=[*,(1)++,(=N$) # R2: *, + # R, *0, +>0]
Geometrically, these are two ‘‘half-open’’ cones with the same pair of gene-
rators ,(1) and ,(=N$), and with vertex at the origin. The cone C N$ is
‘‘closed above’’ and ‘‘open below’’ (see Fig. 1) and C

N$ is ‘‘closed below’’
and ‘‘open above’’. In any case, it is easy to see that they are both
fundamental domains for EN$<E+ acting on R2+ in the way we have
described. It follows that, for any N such that 0NN$ and for any
: # (OfNO)_, we can now apply Lemma 2.2 to the expression (1) for the
partial zeta-function ‘K (%N(:), fN , s) by taking E$ to be EN$ and R$ to be
either : & ,&1(C N$) or : & ,&1(C

N$). This gives the following formulae,
valid for all s # C with Re(s)>1:
‘K (%N(:), fN , s)=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & C N$
1
(a(1)a(2))s
=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & C

N$
1
(a(1)a(2))s
(5)
Note. We’ll sometimes regard , as an inclusion and suppress it from
the notation as we have done in the subscripts above. We also introduce
the map N: R2  R defined by: N(x1 , x2)=x1x2 . The norm a(1)a(2) from K
to Q of any a # K may thus be written simply as N(a).
We now transform the above expressions into double Dirichlet series by
exploiting the action of the additive group fNO on :. For each N, N$,
0NN$, we define half-open parallelograms in R2+ that depend both on
N$ and on N :
P N$N :=[*,( fN)++,( fN=N$) # R
2 : *, + # R, 0<*1, 0+<1]/C N$
and
P

N$
N :=[*,( fN)++,( fN=N$) # R
2 : *, + # R, 0*<1, 0<+1]/C

N$.
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We have
Proposition 2.1. For all N, N$, 0NN$ and for all : # (OfNO)_
‘K (%N(:), fN , s)=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P N
N $
:

m, n=0
1
(N(a+mfN+nfN=N$))s
=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P

N
N $
:

m, n=0
1
(N(a+mfN+nfN=N$))s
(6)
(Equations valid for all s # C with Re(s)>1).
Proof. The formula involving P N$N follows immediately from the
absolute convergence of (5), noting firstly that C N$ is the disjoint union
m, n=0 (P
N$
N +mfN+nfN=N$) (suppressing ,) and secondly that the inter-
section of : with P N$N +mfN+nfN=N$ is also the translate of : & P
N$
N by
mfN+nfN=N$ . The case of P

N$
N is identical. K
(Note that in the double summations of (6), the first sum is finite
because : is contained in O which is discrete in R2). Shintani obtained an
analytic continuation and an evaluation at non-positive integers for
Dirichlet series of the type appearing as the terms in these finite sums. His
formulae are couched in the language of formal power series and generat-
ing functions and, in order to express them succinctly, it will be useful to
introduce some appropriate notation: Given an element G of the fraction
field Fr(C[[Z1 , Z2]]), we shall say that G is ‘‘d-resolvable’’ (for d # N) if
there exists a polynomial P # C[Z1 , Z2], homogeneous of degree d, such
that G # (1P) C[[Z1 , Z2]]. When G is resolvable (that is, d-resolvable for
Fig. 1. C N $ and P N $N .
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some d # N), the elements G(z1z2 , z2) and G(z1 , z1z2) of Fr(C[[z1 , z2]])
obtained by substitution will clearly have monomial denominators and con-
sequently we can speak of their Laurent expansions in z1 and z2 . Now write
G(Z1 , Z2) for the C-vector subspace of Fr(C[[Z1 , Z2]]) consisting of all
the resolvable elements and define, for each k # N the linear functional
2(k)Z : G(Z1 , Z2)  C
\ Laurent coefficientof z2k1 zk1 in G(z1 , z1z2)+
G [ 12 (k!)
2 _ + &\ Laurent coefficientof zk1 z2k2 in G(z1 z2 , z2)+
We shall denote by E the isomorphism of C-algebras from Fr(C[[X1 , X2]])
to Fr(C[[Z1 , Z2]]) obtained by the formal substitution which sends
F(X1 , X2) to F(eZ1&1, eZ2&1) and write 2 (k)X for the composite functional
2(k)Z b E mapping E
&1(G(Z1 , Z2)) into C.
Remark 2.1. If G lies in C[[Z1 , Z2]]/G(Z1 , Z2) then it is easy to see
that 2 (k)Z G is equal to ((
2Z1 Z2)k G)(0, 0). By change of variable, this
implies that 2 (k)X F is the constant term of ((1+X1)(1+X2)(
2X1 X2))k F
for any power series F # C[[X1 , X2]].
Now let \

=(\1 , \2) and {
=({1 , {2) be two R-linearly independent ele-
ments of R2+. We shall write C(\

, {

) for the closed cone on the generators
\

and {

, namely C(\

, {

) :=[*\

++{

# R2 : *, + # R, *, +0]. For each point
a

=(a1 , a2) in C(\

, {

)"[(0, 0)], we define a double Dirichlet series
‘(a

, \

, {

; s) := :

m, n=0
1
(N(a

+m\

+n{

))s
(7)
and a generating function
Q(a

, \

, {

)=Q(a

, \

, {

; X1 , X2)
:=
(1+X1)a1 (1+X2)a2
(1&(1+X1)\1 (1+X2)\2)(1&(1+X1){1 (1+X2){2)
# Fr(C[[X1 , X2]])
(Here, the factors (1+X1)a1 etc. denote formal binomial series with coef-
ficients in R). It is easy to see that E (Q(a

, \

, {

)) is 2-resolvable and, in our
notation, Shintani’s Proposition 1 in [Sh] implies:
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Proposition 2.2 (Shintani). Let a

, \

and {

be as above. Then ‘(a

, \

, {

; s)
is absolutely convergent for all s # C with Re(s)>1 and has an analytic con-
tinuation to a meromorphic function on the whole complex plane. Moreover,
for k # N, the ‘‘special value’’ ‘(a

, \

, {

; &k) is equal to 2 (k)X Q(a
, \

, {

).
Remark 2.2. Shintani’s Proposition 1 is, of course, rather more general.
For example, it applies to Dirichlet series corresponding to r-dimensional
cones in R l+ (lr1). On the other hand, Shintani insists on the condi-
tion that the point which we have denoted a

should lie in the interior of the
cone C(\

, {

) whereas we need to include the possibility that it lies on the
boundary (provided it is non-zero). In fact, Shintani’s proof would appear
to remain valid assuming only that a

lies in R2+! In any case, if a
does lie
on the boundary, we can still recover our proposition from his as follows.
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that a

lies on R+ \

. The sum of the
terms with n=0 in (7) then forms a simple Dirichlet series ‘‘‘(a

, \

; s)’’ while
the remaining terms form the double series ‘(a

+{

, \

, {

; s) in our notation.
For each series, Shintani’s conditions are now satisfied (with l=2 and with
r=1 or 2 respectively). Applying his Proposition 1 to each in turn and
adding together the results we retrieve our proposition precisely as stated.
Let’s apply this result to the partial zeta-functions of K. By Proposi-
tion 2.1 we have:
‘K (%N(:), fN , s)=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P N
N $
‘(,(a), fN , fN=N$ ; s) (8)
for Re(s)>1, and an identical formula with P

N$
N in place of P
N$
N . In order
to keep our formulae of manageable length we shall often write Ti for the
element (1+Xi) of C[[X1 , X2]], for i=1, 2. So, for example, the notation
T a1 , for a # C, simply represents the formal binomial series (1+X1)
a con-
sidered as an element of C[[X1 , X2]]. Thus, for each : # OfNO we now
define three power-series (with real coefficients) by setting
R (N$): (X1 , X2) :=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P N
N $
T a (1)1 T
a (2)
2 ,
R

(N$)
: (X1 , X2) :=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P

N
N $
T a (1)1 T
a (2)
2
and
S (N$)N (X1 , X2) :=(1&T
fN
1 T
fN
2 )(1&T
fN =N $
(1)
1 T
fN =N $
(2)
2 )
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and three ‘‘generating functions’’ in Fr(C[[X1 , X2]]) by:
Q (N$): (X1 , x2) :=
R (N$): (X1 , X2)
S (N$)N (X1 , X2)
=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P N
N $
Q(,(a), fN , fN =N$ ; X1 , X2), (9)
Q

(N$)
: (X1 , X2) :=
R

(N$)
: (X1 , X2)
S (N$)N (X1 , X2)
=
1
[EN : EN$]
:
a # : & P

N
N $
Q(,(a), fN , fN =N$ ; X1 , X2) (10)
and
Q (N$): (X1 , X2) :=
R (N$): (X1 , X2)
S (N$)N (X1 , X2)
:=
1
2 (R
(N$)
: (X1 , X2)+R

(N$)
: (X1 , X2))
S(N$)N (X1 , X2)
=
1
2
(Q (N$): (X1 , X2)+Q

(N$)
: (X2 , X2)) (11)
Note that the three generating functions Q (N$): , Q

(N$)
: and Q
(N$)
: are identical
unless : is a rational class, i.e. unless : # ZfNZ/OfNO. The advantage of
using the more complicated (if more symmetrical) function Q (N$): (X1 , X2)
will become apparent when we consider Galois equivariance in : for the
associated ‘‘universal’’ function Q:(X1 , X2) in Section 4.3. All the same, for
the sake of brevity we shall often only state a result for Q (N$): , even when
it would apply equally well, mutatis mutandis, to Q (N$): or to Q

(N$)
: , as will
usually be evident from the proof. Notice also that the class : in the above
definitions is not assumed to be invertible in the ring OfNO. Since applica-
tions to the partial zeta-functions pass via %N however, they will concern
only those functions associated to : in (OfNO)_, which actually generate
special values.
Proposition 2.3. For each N0 and every : # (OfNO)_, the partial
zeta-function ‘K (%N(:), fN , s) has an analytic continuation to a meromorphic
function on the whole complex plane and for any N$N and any k # N we
have
‘K (%N(:), fN , &k)=2 (k)X Q
(N$)
: =2
(k)
X Q

(N$)
: =2
(k)
X Q
(N$)
:
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Proof. The verbal statement and the first equality follow from Proposi-
tion 2.2 together with (8) and (9). The second follows similarly and the
third is a consequence of the preceding two and the linearity of 2 (k)X . K
Since the power series R (N$): , S
(N$)
N etc. all have coefficients in ,1(K)=
,2(K), it follows easily from Proposition 2.3 that the partial zeta-values
‘K (%N(:), fN , &k) also lie in this field, for all k # N. The following
corollary illustrates how Shintani’s method actually recaptures certain
rationality results of Siegel in this instance (cf. [Sh, Cor. to Thm. 1]).
Corollary 2.1. ‘K (%N(:), fN , &k) lies in Q for all k # N.
Proof (Sketch). Let Gal(,1(K)Q)=[1, _]. It is easy to see that
_(Q (N$): (X1 , X2))=Q
(N$)
: (X2 , X1). Since 2
(k)
X is ‘‘Q-rational’’ and symmetric
in X1 and X2 , it follows that _(2 (k)X Q
(N$)
: )=2
(k)
X _(Q
(N$)
: )=2
(k)
X Q
(N$)
: as
required. K
3. Universal Generating Functions
3.1. p-Adic Power-Series
We are assuming that p splits in K so that there are two embeddings of
K into Qp . We shall denote them i : a [ a[i] for i=1, 2 and write
=(1 , 2) for the embedding : K  Q2p which sends a # K to the pair
(a[1], a[2]). We have already observed that the power-series R (N$): , S
(N$)
N ,
R

(N$)
: etc. all have coefficients in the field K :=,1(K)=,2(K)/R. The
embedding
& :=1 b ,&11 =2 b ,
&1
2 : K  Qp
sends such power-series into Qp[[X1 , X2]] by acting on their coefficients
and so induces an embedding of Fr(K[[X1 , X2]]) in Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]])
which we shall also denote by &. Since the definitions of the operators E,
2(k)Z and 2
(k)
X are all ‘‘Q rational,’’ they can be applied unambiguously to
power-series with coefficients in Cp or in Qp and to appropriate quotients
of such power-series. We shall use the same notations for the resulting
operators. Thus, notationally at least, they ‘‘commute with &.’’ So, for
example, if : lies in (OfNO)_ then we have
2 (k)X &(Q
(N$)
: )=&(2
(k)
X Q
(N$)
: )
=&(‘K (%N(:), fN , &k))=‘K (%N(:), fN , &k) # Q (12)
for all k # N and for all N$N. From now on we shall suppress & entirely
from the notation and identify &(Q (N$): ) with Q
(N$)
: etc. In particular,
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equation (12) above shows that Proposition 2.3 will still be valid as stated
with
Q (N$): (X1 , X2)=
1
[EN : EN$]
a # : & P NN $ T
a [1]
1 T
a [2]
2
(1&T fN1 T
fN
2 )(1&T
fN=N$
[1]
1 T
fN =N $
[2]
2 )
# Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]])
and similar p-adic (re)definitions of Q

(N$)
: , Q
(N$)
: , R
(N$)
: , S
(N$)
N etc. for all :,
N and N$, in terms of formal binomial series whose coefficients are now to
be considered as elements of Cp .
We shall equip our power-series rings with topological and metric struc-
tures coming from certain norms. First of all, we let | } | denote the nor-
malised p-adic absolute value on Cp , so that | p|=p&1. Next, for any
r # R+ and F=i, j # N aijX i1X
j
2 in Cp[[X1 , X2]] we define the norm &F&r
to be sup i, j # N[ |aij | ri+j] # R0 _ [] and we set
Ar=Ar(X1 , X2) :=[F # Cp[[X1 , X2]]: &F&r<].
One can easily check that Ar , equipped with & } &r is a Banach Cp -algebra,
i.e. a complete, ultrametric, normed Cp-algebra. A number of elementary
results concerning these spaces are collected together in the Appendix. For
instance, Proposition 5.1 shows that the norm & } &r is multiplicative, hence
we can extend it unambiguously to the fraction field Fr(X1 , X2)/
Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]]) of Ar , by setting &FG&r=&F&r &G&r for any F, G # Ar ,
G{0. This makes the field Fr into a normed Cp-algebra equipped with an
ultrametric and multiplicative norm. Clearly, &F&r$&F&r" for all
F # Cp[[X1 , X2]] and r$>r">0. It follows that there is a continuous
inclusion of Ar$ in Ar" . For r # R+ we define the Cp -algebra A r=
A r(X1 , X2) to be the intersection 0<r$<r Ar$(X1 , X2) in Cp[[X1 , X2]]
endowed with the following topology. A sequence [Fi]i=1 of elements of
A r converges in A r if and only if it converges in each Ar$ with r$<r which
is equivalent to saying that it is & } &r$-Cauchy for each r$<r. (The limits are
necessarily the same for all r$ and equal to the coefficientwise limit of the
Fi since, for any r$>0, & } &r$ -convergence is strictly stronger than coef-
ficientwise convergence. Note also that the inclusion Ar /A r is strict).
Finally, we shall denote the fraction field of A r(X1 , X2) by F r=F r(X1 , X2),
although we shall not need to topologise it.
It is in the proof of the following lemma that we make the strongest use
of our hypothesis that p splits in K.
Lemma 3.1. Let N$N0 and : # OfNO be given. Then R (N$): , R

(N$)
: ,
R(N$): and S
(N$)
N all lie in A1(X1 , X2) (so that Q
(N$)
: , Q

(N$)
: and Q
(N$)
: lie in
F1(X1 , X2)).
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Proof. It is a well-known fact that for any a # Zp , the binomial coef-
ficient ( an) lies in Zp for each n # N. Since the exponents in R
(N$)
: etc. all lie
in 1(O)=2(O)/Zp , this shows that these power-series have bounded
coefficients (lying in Qp , in fact). K
Remark 3.1. It is not hard to show that F # Cp[[X1 , X2]] lies in Ar if
and only if it is convergent and bounded on the ‘‘open’’ 2-disc D(0, r&) :=
[(x1 , x2) # C2p : |x1 |, |x2 |<r] and that its norm &F&r is then equal to
sup [ |F(x1 , x2)| : (x1 , x2) # D(0, r&)]. We could therefore identify Ar with
the Banach algebra of bounded Cp-analytic functions on D(0, r&) and A r
with the space of all analytic functions on the open 2-disc. There is another
interpretation of these two rings which is particularly relevant to the p-adic
interpolation of zeta-values: A1(X1 , X2) identifies in a natural way with the
space of (bounded) Cp-valued measures on Z2p (dual to the space of con-
tinuous functions Z2p  Cp), while A1(X1 , X2) identifies with the space of
Cp-distributions on Z2p (dual to the space of locally analytic functions
Z2p  Cp . See e.g. [Am], [Am-Ve]). In each case the measure or distribu-
tion *F associated to a power series F is uniquely determined by
|
(t1 , t2) # Z
2
p
(1+x1)t1 (1+x2)t2 d*F=F(x1 , x2) for all (x1 , x2) # D(0, 1&)
3.2. The Dependence of Q (N$): on N and N$
For each N0, let +pN denote the group of pNth roots of unity contained
in C_p . For each r>p
&1( p&1) pN&1, the group (+pN)2 acts on Ar by isometric
automorphisms where, for ‘

=(‘1 , ‘2) and F # Ar we define
(‘

} F )(X1 , X2)=F(‘1(1+X1)&1, ‘2(1+X2)&1)
(Note that the pair (‘1(1+X1)&1, ‘2(1+X2)&1) is r-to-r composable in
the sense of Definition 5.1. See also Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.1.)
This action extends naturally to an isometric action on Fr , by setting
‘

} (FG) :=(‘

} F )(‘

} G), and by letting N tends to infinity we obtain an
action of (+p )2 :=N=0 (+pN)
2 on A1 by continuous automorphisms, and
an action on F 1 .
Now, for each N, the dual group Hom((+pN)2, C_p ) identifies naturally
with (ZpNZ)2 and hence with (OpNO), by means of . Explicitly, given
# # (OpNO) we choose any lift a of # to O and associate to # the character
/# : (+pN)2  C_p which sends (‘1 , ‘2) to ‘
a[1]
1 ‘
a[2]
2 . We shall write simply ‘‘e# ’’
for the idempotent associated to /# , namely (1p2N) ‘

# (+pN)2 /#(‘

)&1 ‘

which
is to be considered as an element of the group-ring Cp[(+pN)2]. As such, it
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acts by Cp-linear extension on the Cp -algebra F 1 and is the projector onto
the latter’s ‘‘#-isotypic’’ (i.e. /#-isotypic) component. For N N there is a
natural inclusion of Cp[(+ pN)2] in Cp[(+pN )2] such that e#=#~ e#~ where
the sum runs over all inverse images of # under the reduction map
(OpN O)  (OpNO). It is easy to see that if F # A1 has coefficients in a given
finite extension L of Qp then so does e# } F. Moreover, the operator e# has
a neat interpretation in terms of distributions on Z2p : If *F is the distribu-
tion associated to F then the distribution associated to e# } F is simply the
restriction of *F to the coset (#)+pNZ2p/Z
2
p .
Lemma 3.2. Let N0 and : # OfNO be given. Let # denote the image of
: in OpNO. Then for any N$N, the generating function Q (N$): is #-isotypic,
that is ‘

} Q (N$): =/#(‘

) Q (N$): for any ‘

# (+pN)2.
Proof. For any a, b # Zp we have (‘1 , ‘2) } (T a1 T
b
2)=‘
a
1‘
b
2(T
a
1T
b
2) for all
‘1 , ‘2 # +pN . It follows from their definitions that for N$N, R (N$): and
S(N$)N are respectively #-isotypic and +pN -invariant. Their quotient Q
(N$)
: is
therefore #-isotypic. The same argument shows that Q

(N$)
: is #-isotypic, and
so too is Q (N$): , by linearity. K
The following lemma concerns a ‘‘distribution relation’’ similar to those
satisfied by partial zeta-functions themselves as the conductor varies.
Lemma 3.3. Let N$NM0 and ; # OfMO be given. Then
[EM : EN] Q(N$); = :
; # ?&1(;)
Q (N$); (13)
where ?: OfNO  OfMO is the natural reduction map.
Proof. We shall prove equation (13) with the Q’s replaced by Q ’s. The
proof for the Q

’s is identical and the result follows by linearity. We need to
show
\ 1&T
fN
1 T
fN
2
1&T fM1 T
fM
2
+\ 1&T
fN=N $
[1]
1 T
fN=N $
[2]
2
1&T fM=N $
[1]
1 T
fM=N $
[2]
2
+ :a # ; & P MN $
T a[1]1 T
a[2]
2
= :
; # ?&1(;)
:
a # ; & P N
N $
T a[1]1 T
a[2]
2 (14)
But in terms of cosets, ; is the disjoint union of the ; in ?&1(;) so we can
replace the double sum on the right-hand side of (14) by a single sum over
; & P N$N . On the other hand, it is geometrically obvious that
P N$N = .
( pN&M&1)
m, n=0
(P N$M +mfM,(1)+nfM,(=N$))
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(a disjoint union). Intersecting both sides of this equality with ; and using
the fact that ; is stable under the additive action of fM O, the right-hand
side of (14) is seen to be equal to
\ :a # ; & P MN $ T
a[1]
1 T
a[2]
2 + :
( pN&M&1)
m, n=0
(T fM1 T
fM
2 )
m (T fM =N $
[1]
1 T
fM = N $
[2]
2 )
n
The second factor is the product of two (finite) geometric progressions and
on summing them we obtain the left-hand side of (14). K
Corollary 3.1. Let N$NM0 and : # OfNO be given. Then Q (N$):
equals [EM : EN] e# } Q(N$); where ; and # are the images of : in OfMO and
OpNO respectively.
Proof. Apply e# } to both sides of (13). For ; # ?&1(;), Lemma 3.2
together with the ‘‘orthogonality of characters’’ implies that e# } Q(N$); equals
zero unless ; has image # in OpNO, in which case it equals Q (N$); itself. But
this second case occurs precisely when ; =: and the corollary follows. K
Remark 3.2. A useful special case of this corollary is obtained by taking
M=0: For any N0, each class : # OfNO can be written uniquely as ;_#
where ; and # are its images in OfO=Of0 O and OpNO respectively. Thus
we have Q (N$);_#=[E0 : EN] e# } Q
(N$)
; for all N$N. For fixed N$, the finite
set [Q(N$); : ; # OfO] of generating functions ‘‘at level zero’’ thus determines
in a simple way all the Q (N$): for : # OfNO provided that NN$. This is one
way of motivating our construction of ‘‘universal’’ generating functions: we
wish to remove the restriction on N and so must allow N$ to become
arbitrarily large.
In order to study the behaviour of Q (N$); as N$   we now introduce a
matrix action on power-series: Let M=( ac
b
d) be any element of M2(Zp).
The series (1+X1)a (1+X2)c&1 and (1+X1)b (1+X2)d&1 have coef-
ficients in Zp and zero constant term and for any 0<r1 and any
F # Ar(X1 , X2) we define M V F to be the power-series F((1+X1)a
(1+X2)c&1, (1+X1)b (1+X2)d&1). It follows from results on composi-
tion detailed in the appendix that the symbol ‘‘V ’’ defines a left action of
the multiplicative monoid of M2(Zp) on Ar(X1 , X2) by norm-decreasing
(hence continuous) Cp-algebra endomorphisms. Restricting to the inver-
tible elements, we therefore obtain a left action of GL2(Zp) by isometric
automorphisms, which can be extended to the Fr(X1 , X2) by defining
M V (FG) to be (M V F )(M V G) for all M # GL2(Zp) and all
F, G # Ar(X1 , X2), G{0. Similarly, ‘‘V ’’ defines a continuous left action on
the Cp-algebra A1 and hence (for GL2(Zp)) an action on its fraction field
F 1 /r<1 Fr . In order to compare this last action with that of (+p)2, we
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write ‘

M for the natural (right) action of M # GL2(Zp) on ‘

# (+p)2, namely,
if ‘

=(‘1 , ‘2) and M=( ac
b
d) then we define ‘

M to be (‘a1‘
c
2 , ‘
b
1‘
d
2).
Lemma 3.4. For all F # F 1(X1 , X2), M # GL2(Zp) and ‘

# (+p)2, we
have
‘

} (M V F )=M V (‘

M } F )
Proof. Immediate. K
Now, given any element ’ of E+ , we shall denote by ’~ the matrix
( ’
[1]
0
0
’[2]) in SL2(Zp). There is the following ‘‘recurrence’’ for Q
(N$)
: as N$
increases:
Proposition 3.1. Let N0 and : # OfNO be given. Then, for all N$, N"
with N"N$N, we have
Q(N"): =
1
[EN$ : EN"]
:
[EN $ : EN "]&1
i=0
=~ iN$ V Q
(N$ )
: (15)
Proof. By the same principle as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 it will suffice
to prove (15) with the Q’s replaced by Q ’s. To lighten the notation we shall
write ’ for =N$ and r for [EN$ : EN"] so that =N"=’r. Noting that
’i (: & P N$N ) is equal to : & ’
iP N$N (since ’#1 (mod fN)), the desired formula
becomes:
:
r&1
i=0
a # : & ’i P NN $ T
a[1]
1 T
a[2]
2
(1&T ( fN’i)[1]1 T
( fN ’i)[2]
2 )(1&T
( fN’i+1)[1]
1 T
( fN ’i+1)[2]
2 )
=
a # : & P NN" T
a[1]
1 T
a[2]
2
(1&T fN1 T
fN
2 )(1&T
( fN’ r )[1]
1 T
( fN’r )[2]
2 )
(16)
Now, fix a basis [\1 , \2] for the integers O over Z that R2+ is contained
in the positive cone on ,(\1) and ,(\2) (such bases clearly exist) and write
M for the matrix
\\
[1]
1
\[2]1
\[1]2
\[2]2 + .
It is easy to see that, for any a # O, we have T a[1]1 T
a[2]
2 =M V (T
a1
1 T
a2
2 )
where a1 , a2 # Z denote the coordinates of a with respect to the basis
[\1 , \2]. Therefore, equation (16) will follow on applying M V to the equa-
tion:
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:
r&1
i=0
a # : & ’iP ’N T
a1
1 T
a2
2
(1&T ( fN’i)11 T
( fN’i)2
2 )(1&T
( fN’i+1)1
1 T
( fN’i+1)2
2 )
=
a # : & P ’rN T
a1
1 T
a2
2
(1&T fN1 T
fN
2 )(1&T
( fN ’r )1
1 T
( fN’r )2
2 )
(17)
Both sides are now rational expressions in T1 and T2 (hence in X1 and X2)
with rational coefficients. Moreover, the condition on [\1 , \2] implies that
all the exponents are positive integers so that we can regard the new target
equation (17) as taking place within the localisation Q[T1 , T2] M of the
formal polynomial ring Q[T1 , T2] at the maximal ideal (T1 , T2). By
embedding the local ring Q[T1 , T2] M in its completion, canonically iden-
tified with Q[[T1 , T2]], it now becomes legitimate, even obligatory, to
expand the denominators in power-series in the Ti , a manipulation that
would clearly be meaningless in Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]]). In so doing, a similar
argument to the proof of Proposition 2.1 shows that what we have to prove
is
:
r&1
i=0
:
a # : & ’iC N$
T a11 T
a2
2 = :
a # : & C N$$
T a11 T
a2
2 in Q[[T1 , T2]] (18)
Finally, equation (18) follows from the observation that C N" is the disjoint
union of the ’iC N$ as i runs from 0 to r&1, so the proof is complete. K
3.3 The Definition of Q: as a p-Adic Limit
We need some preliminary results on the continuity of the V -action with
respect to the usual p-adic topology on M2(Zp). First, define a norm & } &
on M2(Qp) by setting &( ac bd)&=max[ |a|, |b|, |c|, |d |]. This is clearly an
ultrametric norm on the Qp-algebra M2(Qp) with respect to which the
latter is complete and satisfies &M1M2 &&M1& &M2 & for all M1 , M2 #
M2(Qp). Both M2(Zp) and GL2(Zp) are open and closed subsets of M2(Qp)
and hence also complete for this norm. We also define a function 4 on the
real interval (0, 1) by setting 4(r) :=sup [ri|i |: i # N, i1] for each r # R,
0<r<1. (Thus 4(r)=&log (1+X1)&r=&log (1+X2)&r<). We prove
Proposition 3.2. Let M and M$ be two elements of M2(Zp) and F any
power-series in Ar(X1 , X2), r # (0, 1). Then
&M V F&M$ V F&rmin{&M&M$& 4(r)r , 1= &F&r
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Proof. Since the V -action is norm-decreasing, we have &M V F&
M$ V F&r&F&r and since 4(r)r it will suffice to prove the implication
M=M$+pnM" O &M V F&M$ V F&rp&n
4(r)
r
&F&r (19)
for all M" # M2(Zp) and all n1. But by Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.2,
the left-hand condition implies
&M V F&M$ V F&r sup
k+l1 {"M$ V \
1
k! l !
k+lF
X k1 X
l
2+"r &G1&kr &G2& lr=
 sup
k+l1
[r&(k+l ) &G1&kr &G2&
l
r] &F&r
where G1 and G2 are as defined in Proposition 5.4 and obey the inequalities
proven there. Since &Gt &r<r for t=1, 2, the second supremum above is
attained either when (k, l ) is the pair (1, 0) or the pair (0, 1), so, using the
inequalities &Gt &rp&n4(r) for t=1, 2, we obtain the right-hand condi-
tion in (19). K
Corollary 3.2. Let n be a positive integer and M a matrix in
1+pnM2(Zp). Then M lies in GL2(Zp) and for each r # (0, 1) and each
F # Fr(X1 , X2), we have &M V F&F&rmin[ p&n(4(r)r ), 1]&F&r .
Proof. The matrix M is invertible over Zp since its determinant lies in
1+pZp /Z_p . Let F=GH, G, H # Ar , H{0. Then
&M V F&F&r=
&(M V G) H&G(M V H)&r
&(M V H) H&r

max[&M V G&G&r &H&r , &G&r &M V H&H&r]
&H&2r
since M V is an isometry. This reduces to the case F # Ar , which follows
from the proposition. K
Corollary 3.3. For each r # (0, 1) the two actions
M2(Zp)_Ar(X1 , X2)  Ar(X1 , X2)
and
GL2(Zp)_Fr(X1 , X2)  Fr(X1 , X2)
are continuous (with respect to the product topologies).
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Proof. This follows easily from the two previous results. (Note that the
set of subgroups [1+pnM2(Zp): n1] constitutes a fundamental system of
neighbourhoods of the identity 1 in the topological group GL2(Zp)). K
Note that these actions are not continuous for r=1 since we have, for
example: &((1+pn) 1) V X1&X1&1=1 for all n # N. We can now prove the
central result of this paper which establishes the existence of our ‘‘universal
generating functions’’:
Theorem 3.1. Let N0 and : # OfNO be given. Then:
(i) As N$ tends to infinity, S (N$)N converges in A 1(X1 , X2) to the
polynomial SN :=(1&T fN1 T
fN
2 )
2.
(ii) As N$ tends to infinity, R (N$): converges in A 1(X1 , X2).
(iii) The limit R: :=limN$   R (N$): # A1 satisfies the growth condition
&R:&r } 12 } max{1, p2&max[N, $]
4(r)
r = for all r # (0, 1) (20)
where $ is as defined in Section 2.
Proof. S (N$)N can be written
S (N$)N =(1&T
fN
1 T
fN
2 )(=~ N$ V (1&T
fN
1 T
fN
2 )) (21)
and from the definition of =N$ it follows that =~ N$ tends to 1 in M2(Zp), as
N$  , so the first part is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.3.
Now fix an r # (0, 1). For each N$N, R (N$): lies in A1 and a fortiori in Ar .
Since this latter space is complete with respect to & } &r , it will suffice to
show that the R (N$): form a Cauchy sequence as N$  . But the norm
& } &r extends to the space Fr in which we can write R (N$): as S
(N$)
N Q
(N$)
: , and
since, by part (i), the S(N$)N converge in & } &r it will be enough to show that
the sequence [Q (N$): ]

N$=N is & } &r -Cauchy in Fr . (This, despite the fact that
the fraction field Fr is presumably not complete!) Now, for each N$$
(1) we have =N$+1== pN$ and [EN$ : EN$+1]=p, so Proposition 3.1 gives
Q (N$+1): &Q
(N$)
: =
1
p \ :
p&1
i=0
=~ iN$ V Q
(N$)
: +&Q (N$):
=
1
p
:
p&1
i=0
(=~ iN$ V Q
(N$)
: &Q
(N$)
: ) for all N$max[N, $]
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Since =~ iN$ # 1+p
N$M2(Zp) for each i, we can apply Corollary 3.2 to obtain
the inequality
&Q (N$+1): &Q (N$): &rp1&N$
4(r)
r
&Q (N$): &r for all N$max[N, $] (22)
which implies that the sequence [&Q (N$): &r]N$ of real numbers is eventually
stationary. More precisely, if we set
N$0=N$0(N, r ) :=min{N$ # N: N$max[N, $], pN$>p 4(r)r =
then for all N$N$0 we have p1&N$(4(r)r )<1 and so, using (22) and the
ultrametric inequality, we deduce that
&Q(N $0): &r=&Q
(N $0+1)
: &r=&Q
(N $0+2)
: &r=&Q
(N $0+3)
: &r= } } } (23)
Using (22) once again gives
&Q (N$+1): &Q
(N$)
: &rp
1&N$ 4(r)
r
&Q (N $0): &r for all N$N$0
The right-hand side is now seen to tend to zero as N$ tends to infinity,
which implies that [Q (N$): ]

N$=N is Cauchy, giving (ii). As for the inequality
of part (iii), we have
&R:&r= lim
N$  
&R (N$): &r= lim
N$  
&Q (N$): &r &S
(N$)
N &r
Now equation (21) shows that &S (N$)N &r=&SN&r is actually independent of
N$, so it follows from (23) that &R:&r=&Q (N $0): &r &S
(N $0)
N &r=&R
(N $0)
: &r . But
from its definition we see that R (N $0): has coefficients in (1(2[EN : EN $0])) Zp ,
so that &R (N $0): &r|2[EN : EN $0]|
&1=| 12| p
N $0&max[N$]. (Note that if
0N$ then [EN : E$] divides p&1). On the other hand, it follows easily
from the definition of N$0 that pN $0max[ pmax[N, $], p2(4(r)r )] and (20)
follows. K
The inequality (20) implies that, for a given :, &R: &r is bounded above
by a constant times 4(r)=&log (1+X1)&r as r tends to 1 from below.
Growth conditions of this type on a power-series in one variable are
known to have important consequences for the associated distribution and
hence for p-adic interpolation, see [Am-Ve].
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Definition 3.1. For N0 and : # OfNO, the universal generating
function attached to : is the quotient
Q:(X1 , X2) :=
R:(X1 , X2)
SN
=
R:(X1 , X2)
(1&(1+X1) fN (1+X2) fN)2
# F 1(X1 , X2)
Note that by parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1, the universal generating
function is indeed a limit:
Q:= lim
N$  
Q (N$): (& } &r -limit in Fr , for all r # (0, 1)) (24)
Its numerator R: and its denominator SN clearly have coefficients in Qp
and Z respectively.
The reader may have noticed just how few were the hypotheses on the
quotients Q(N$): required in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to show that they tend
to a limit in Fr as N$  , for each r # (0, 1). Essentially all that we used
were: (a) the fact that the denominators converge to a limit, and (b) the
recurrence relation Q (N$+1): =(1p) 
p&1
i=0 =~
i
N$ V Q
(N$)
: for N$ sufficiently large.
Restricting attention to power-series, the first condition disappears and
there is the following general construction:
Proposition 3.3. Let M # 1+pM2(Zp) be a matrix and F a powerseries
in Ar(X1 , X2) for some r # (0, 1). Set Fn :=(1pn)  p
n&1
i=0 M
i V F for
n=0, 1, 2, ... . Then the sequence [Fn]n=0 converges to a limit F # Ar with
respect to the norm & } &r , which satisfies &F&rp(4(r)r)&F&r .
Proof. We have the recurrence Fn+1=(1p)  p&1i=0 (M
pn) i V Fn and a
simple induction argument shows that M p
n
lies in 1+pn+1M2(Zp). The
proof now proceeds in an analogous way to that of Theorem 3.1. The
details are left to the reader. K
We write JM (F ) for the power-series F defined in this proposition.
For each M # 1+pM2(Zp), JM is a bounded linear operator from Ar to
Ar which commutes with M V . It seems unlikely that JM extends in any
natural way to the whole of Fr since, roughly speaking, for an arbitrary
F=GH, the denominators of the sequence [Fn] cannot be expected to
converge. The fact that this ( p-adic) convergence does occur when
F=Q (N$): and M==~ N$ , for sufficiently large N$, is therefore a rather
remarkable phenomenon rooted in the arithmetic of K and in the
‘‘geometric’’ interpretation of Q (N$): in terms of cones in the real (!)
plane.
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4. Properties of Q:
4.1. Generation of Partial Zeta-Values
It would be both surprising and disappointing not to have the following
analogue of Proposition 2.3:
Theorem 4.1. For all N0 and : # (OfNO)_, E (Q:) is resolvable and
‘(%N(:), fN , &k) equals 2 (k)X Q: for all k # N.
Proof. We have
E (Q (N$): )=
E (R (N$): )
(1&e fN (Z1+Z2))(1&e fN (=N $
[1] Z1+=N $
[2] Z2))
(25)
and
E (Q:)=
E (R:)
(1&e fN (Z1+Z2))2
(26)
The expressions on the right-hand sides are clearly 2-resolvable elements of
Fr(Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]) in the sense of Section 2. Fix k # N and apply the defini-
tion of 2 (k)Z in (25), substituting for the Zi and expanding the denominator
as required. It should be clear that this process leads to an expression for
2(k)X Q
(N$)
: as a fixed polynomial function (independent of N$), evaluated at
=[1]N$ , =
[2]
N$ , and a finite number of the coefficients of R
(N$)
: . Furthermore,
comparison with (26) shows that 2(k)X Q: is obtained by applying the same
function to 1, 1 and the corresponding coefficients of R: . Since R
(N$)
: tends
to R: and =N$ tends to 1 as N$  , it follows from the continuity of poly-
nomial functions that 2 (k)X Q:=limN$   2
(k)
X Q
(N$)
: =‘(%N(:), fN , &k) by
Proposition 2.3. K
If required, the complicated ‘‘polynomial function’’ in the above argu-
ment can be made at least partially explicit in terms of Bernoulli numbers,
etc..
4.2. Universality and Change of Conductor
A kind of ‘‘universality’’ with respect to the power of p dividing the con-
ductor has already been cited as one way of motivating our construction:
we wanted the generating functions Q: at one level (e.g. N=0) to determine
in a simple way those at all higher levels (see Remark 3.2).
Theorem 4.2. Let NM0 and : # OfNO be given. Then Q: equals
[EM : EN] e# } Q; where ; and # are the images of : in OfMO and OpNO
respectively.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.1 on letting N$ tend
to infinity and using equation (24). (Note that the operator [EM : EN] e# }
is & } &r -continuous on Fr for any r # ( p&1( p&1) p
N&1
, 1), since it is a linear
combination of the isometries ‘

} , for ‘

# (+pN)2). K
The conclusion of Theorem 4.2 is equivalent to the two following
statements (the results of passing to the limit on N$ in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.2
respectively):
(i) [EM : EN] Q;=; # ?&1(;) Q; where ?: OfNO  OfMO is the
natural reduction map, and
(ii) Q: is #-isotypic.
Roughly speaking, Condition (i) is a distribution relation of the type
noted in the Introduction, corresponding to a change in the p-part of the
conductor. It is reasonable to ask whether a similar relation holds for Q:
when we change the prime-to-p part, namely f. The answer is ‘‘yes’’ and
although the proof is not difficult it will be postponed to a future paper. In
order to give the statement here, we must make the dependence on f
explicit in our notation and so we shall (temporarily) write E ( f )N , Q
(N$, f )
: ,
Q( f ): etc. where hitherto we would have written simply EN , Q
(N$)
: , Q: etc.,
for N0 and for : # OfNO. With these notations, the analogue of Condi-
tion (i) is:
Theorem 4.3. Let f # Z be given such that f | f and p |% f . Let N0 and
let ; # OfNO. Then
[E ( f )N : E
( f )
N ] Q
( f )
; = :
; # ?&1(;)
Q ( f
 )
;
where ?: Of NO  OfNO is the natural reduction map. K
It is fairly clear that this result depends crucially on having passed to the
limit on N$: the corresponding relation cannot hold between Q (N$, f ); and the
Q(N$, f
 )
; (N$N) as we have defined them, because ‘‘the denominators are
wrong’’. On the other hand, for a full analogue of Theorem 4.2 (permitting
the determination of each Q ( f ); in terms of the Q
( f )
; ‘‘below’’ it) one would
also need a prime-to-p version of Condition (ii) and it isn’t obvious how
this might be formulated. Certainly the na@ ve idea of letting (+f )2 act on F 1
in the same manner as (+pN)2 makes no sense: the analogous substitutions
do not converge p-adically.
4.3. Galois Action on :
Since fN is a ‘‘rational’’ conductor, the group G=Gal(KQ)=[1, _] acts
naturally on Cl fN(K) and it is easy to see that ‘K (%N(:), fN , s)=
‘K (%N(:)_, fN , s). (Note that %N(:)_=%N(:_)). The following result shows
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that while this condition of insensitivity to the Galois action is not satisfied
by the generating functions at the finite level, it is (almost) satisfied by the
universal functions Q: .
Theorem 4.4. (i) For all N$N0 and all : # OfNO we have
Q (N$):_ (X1 , X2)==~ N$ V Q

(N$)
: (X2 , X1)
Q

(N$)
:_ (X1 , X2)==~ N$ V Q
(N$)
: (X2 , X1)
and
Q (N$):_ (X1 , X2)==~ N$ V Q
(N$)
: (X2 , X1)
(ii) For all N0 and all : # OfNO we have
Q:_(X1 , X2)=Q:(X2 , X1)
Proof. We are going to prove that R (N$):_ (X1 , X2)==~ N$ V R

(N$)
: (X2 , X1).
It is easy to check that S (N$)N (X1 , X2)==~ N$ V (S
(N$)
N (X2 , X1)) so this will
prove the first formula in part (i). The proof of the second is identical and
the third follows from the first two by linearity. Part (ii) then follows on
letting N$ tend to infinity in the third formula, taking into account
Corollary 3.3 and (24).
Let @ denote the involution on (R+)2 which sends (x1 , x2) to (x2 , x1)
then
=~ N$ V (R

(N$)
: (X2 , X1))= :
a # : & P

N
N $
T a[1]= N $
[2]
2 T
a[2]=N $
[1]
1
= :
b # =N $ @(: & P

N
N $ )
T b[2]2 T
b[1]
1
where =N$ acts on (R+)2 in the usual way. Now, we have
=N$ @(: & P

N$
N )==N$ @: & =N$ @P

N$
N ==N$ :
_ & =N$ @P

N$
N =:
_ & =N$ @P

N$
N
since =N$ #1 (mod fN). Furthermore, it is clear that
@P

N$
N =[*,( fN)++,( fN =
&1
N$ ) # R
2 : *, + # R, 0*<1, 0<+1]
and so =N$ @P

N$
N is equal to P
N$
N . Putting all this together one obtains
=~ N$ V (R

(N$)
: (X2 , X1))= :
b # :_ & P N
N $
T b[2]2 T
b[1]
1 =R
(N$)
:_ (X1 , X2)
as required. K
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4.4. A Unit Transformation Formula
Let us consider the difference between JM (F ) and its M-translate, for M
and F as in Proposition 3.3:
(M V JM (F ))&JM (F)=JM (M V F&F )= lim
n  
1
pn
(M p
n
V F&F ) (27)
This limit will be denoted DM (F ). Its form might lead one to suspect that
the operator DM is a bounded Cp -derivation on the Banach algebra Ar and
should therefore be expressible as an Ar -linear combination of the two
‘‘standard’’ derivations X1 and X2 . It should also extend (by the
‘‘quotient rule’’) to Fr . We will now show that these suspicions are fully
justified and obtain an explicit linear combination of the above type. First,
we define the logarithm of a matrix:
Definition 4.1. Let M be a matrix in 1+pM2(Zp)/GL2(Zp) and
write M=1+A. Then the ( p-adic) logarithm of M is the value of the
infinite sum logp M :=A&
1
2 A
2+ 13A
3& } } } .
(It clearly makes sense to evaluate any power-series F in Ar(X), r # R+,
at any matrix A # M2(Qp) satisfying &A&<r. The resulting matrix will be
denoted simply F(A). Clearly, F( a0
0
b)=(
F(a)
0
0
F(b)), F(A) commutes with A
and &F(A)&&F&r , which implies that the evaluation 8A : F [ F(A) is a
continuous linear map from Ar(X) to M2(Qp)).
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a matrix in 1+pM2(Zp) so that M p
n lies in
1+pn+1M2(Zp) for all n0. Then limn  (1pn)(M p
n
&1)=logp(M) #
pM2(Zp).
Proof. We write (1pn)(M p n&1)=Ln(A) where M=1+A (see Defini-
tion 5.2). Choosing any r # ( p&1, 1), we can apply part (ii) of Lemma 5.3
together with the continuity of 8A . K
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a matrix in 1+pM2(Zp) and let F be an
element of Fr , r # (0, 1). Then
lim
n  
1
pn
(M p
n
V F&F )=(1+X1)(logp(M) V log(1+X1))
F
X1
+(1+X2)(logp(M) V log(1+X2))
F
X2
(28)
(convergence in Fr with respect to & } &r).
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Proof. Recall that equation (27) already proves the existence of the
limit for F # Ar and that we’re denoting it DM (F) in this case. Now suppose
that F=GH is an element of Fr , with G, H # Ar . Then
1
pn
(M p
n
V F&F )=
(1pn)((M p n V G&G) H&G(M pn V H&H))
(M p
n
V H ) H
(29)
and the right-hand side of (29) tends to (DM (G) H&GDM (H))H2 in Fr as
n  . It therefore suffices to prove the explicit formula in the case F # Ar .
Write M pn=1+pnLn , where Ln # pM2(Zp) tends to logp(M) as n  , by
Lemma 4.1. An application of Proposition 5.4 gives:
1
pn
(M p
n
V F&F )=
1
pn
G1
F
X1
+
1
pn
G2
F
X2
+ :
k+l2
1
pn \
1
k! l !
k+lF
X k1 X
l
2
Gk1G
l
2 +
(30)
where, for t=1, 2, Gt=pn(1+Xt)(Ln V Ln(Xt)) satisfies &Gt&r<r and
&Gt &rp&n4(r). Now we have, by Lemma 5.2,
" 1k! l !
k+lF
X k1 X
l
2
Gk1G
l
2"rr&(k+l ) &G1&kr &G2& lr &F&r (31)
and the first inequality on the &Gt &r shows that for k+l2, the right-hand
side of (31) is maximised when (k, l ) is equal either to (2, 0), (1, 1) or
(0, 2). Therefore, the second inequality on the &Gt &r shows that each term
in the infinite sum of (30) has & } &r -norm bounded by p&n(4(r)r)2 &F&r
and hence tends to 0 as n   (uniformly in k and l ). On the other hand,
Lemma 5.3, part (ii) and Corollary 3.3 show that (1pn)Gt tends to
(1+Xt)(logp(M) V log(1+Xt)), for t=1, 2. K
For F and M as in Proposition 4.1 we shall henceforth write DM (F ) for
either side of (28).
Theorem 4.5 (The Unit Transformation Formula for Q:). Let N0
and : # OfNO be given. For all N$N we have
=~ N$ V Q:&Q:
=logp(=[1]N$ ) \(1+X1) log(1+X1) X1&(1+X2) log(1+X2)

X2+ Q (N$):
(32)
Proof. Choose any N"max(N$, $). By equation (24) and Proposi-
tion 3.1 can write Q:=limn  (1pn)  p
n&1
i=0 =~
i
N" V Q
(N")
: . Thus,
=~ N$ V Q:&Q:= lim
n  
1
pn
:
p n&1
i=0
(=~ iN" V (=~ N$ V Q
(N")
: &Q
(N")
: ))
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Let d=[EN$ : EN"] so that Q(N"): =(1d ) 
d&1
j=0 =~
j
N$ V Q
(N$)
: . Then
=~ N$ V Q:&Q:=
1
d
lim
n  
1
pn
:
pn&1
i=0
(=~ iN" V (=~ N" V Q
(N$)
: &Q
(N$)
: ))
=
1
d
lim
n  
1
pn
(=~ pnN" V Q
(N$)
: &Q
(N$)
: )=
1
d
D=~ N" (Q
(N$)
: )
since =~ N" # 1+pM2(Zp). The result follows from Proposition 4.1, noting
that
logp(=~ N")=\logp(=
[1]
N" )
0
0
logp(=[2]N" )+=\
d logp(=[1]N$ )
0
0
&d logp(=[1]N$ )+ . K
The formula (32) only determines Q: up to an =~ N$ -invariant element of
F 1 . One could, for example, add to it any power-series of the form
H(log(1+X1) log(1+X2)) (where H # Cp[[X]] should have infinite
radius of convergence) and by so doing the important values
[2 (k)X Q: : k # N] would be completely altered. It is therefore particularly
interesting to note that if one takes into account certain extra ‘‘qualitative’’
data concerning Q: then this function is uniquely determined by equation
(32) in ‘‘most cases’’ (Theorem 4.6). Let FMr (respectively, F
M
r ) denote the
set of M V -invariant elements of Fr (respectively, of F r). We prove first:
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that M lies in 1+p2M2(Zp). Then, for each
r # (0, 1), we have FMr =ker (DM : Fr  Fr).
Proof. The definition of DM as a limit implies that FMr /ker DM , so
let F # ker DM and set Gn :=1pn(M p
n
V F&F ) for n0. Then Gn # Fr and
Gn+1&Gn=
1
p \ :
r&1
i=0
((M p
n
) i V Gn&Gn)+ (33)
Now choose any r$ with 0<r$<min[r, p&1( p&1)] (so that 4(r$)r$ equals 1).
Then, by Corollary 3.2, we have
&Gn+1&Gn&r$p&1 &Gn&r$ \n0
and so &G0&r$=&G1&r$=&G2&r$=&G3&r$= } } } . Since Gn tends to DM (F)=0
in & } &r$ , we conclude that M V F&F=G0=0, i.e. F # FMr . K
Proposition 4.2 characterises FMr as the solution set of a differential
equation in Fr , whenever M lies in 1+p2M2(Zp). While more general or
more explicit characterisations may exist, ours is sufficient to deduce:
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Proposition 4.3. Suppose that M # GL2(Zp) is a matrix all of whose
positive powers have (0, 0) as their unique fixed point in Q2p . Then all
elements of F M1 are (+p)
2-invariant.
Proof. We are free to replace M by a positive power of itself and hence
we can assume that it lies in 1+p2M2(Zp) so that F M1 equals
ker (DM : F 1  F 1) by Proposition 4.2. Since DM commutes with the action
of (+p)2 (by Lemma 3.4 and the definition of DM ), it follows that F M1 is
(+p)2-stable. For any ‘

# (+p)2 and any F # F M1 , Lemma 3.4 therefore
gives
‘

} F=‘

} (M V F )=M V (‘

M } F )=‘

M } F
so that F is invariant under ‘

M & 1 and it only remains to show that the
action of M&1 on (+p)2 is surjective. Let (M&1)- denote the adjoint
matrix, so that the product (M&1)- (M&1) equals det (M&1) 1. Since M
has no non-zero fixed points, det (M&1) lies in Zp"[0], and since the
group (+p)2 is divisible, we conclude that (M&1)- (M&1) acts surjec-
tively on (+p)2 and so, therefore, does M&1. K
Remark 4.1. The M-invariant power-series in A 1 correspond precisely
to those distributions on the space Z2p which are invariant under transla-
tion by M in the obvious sense (see Remark 3.1). Proposition 4.3 has a nice
interpretation in terms of the latter. It says that, for M as given, an
M-invariant distribution * must be concentrated at 0. (This means simply
that  f d*=0 for any locally analytic f which vanishes in a neighbourhood
of the origin in Z2p). The argument can be extended to show that for any
M # GL2(Zp), an M-invariant distribution must be concentrated over the
set of periodic points of M (i.e. the points in Z2p fixed by M
n for some
n>0). On the other hand, given a matrix M # GL2(Zp) with a periodic
point in Z2p"[(0, 0)], it is easy to find M-invariant power-series in A 1
which are not (+p)2-invariant.
Proposition 4.3 gives the following uniqueness result for the universal
generating function Q: as a solution of the unit-transformation equation
(32).
Theorem 4.6 (Uniqueness). Let N0 and : # OfNO be given. Suppose
that Q is an element of F 1 which satisfies
=~ N$ V Q&Q=logp(=[1]N$ ) \(1+X1) log(1+X1) X1
&(1+X2) log(1+X2)

X2+ Q (N$): (34)
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for some N$N. Then, for any N 1 and for any non-zero class #~ # OpN O
we have e#~ } Q=e#~ } Q: . In particular, if N=0 then [E0 : EN ] e#~ } Q=Q:_#~
for all N 1 and #~ {0, while if N1 and the image # of : in OpNO is not
the zero class then Q=Q: is the unique #-isotypic solution of (34) in F 1 .
Proof. If Q # F 1 satisfies (34) then, by Theorem 4.5, Q&Q: must be
=~ N$ -invariant. Now all powers of =~ N$ are non-trivial, diagonal elements of
SL2(Zp) and hence have (0, 0) as their only fixed point in Q
2
p . It follows
from Proposition 4.3 that Q&Q: is (+p)2-invariant, hence isotypic for the
zero class in OpN O for each N 1. The first statement of the theorem
follows by the orthogonality of characters and the remaining two from
Theorem 4.2. K
4.5. A Polar Part for Q:
Formally, the title of this subsection could be applied to any element of
F 1 whose difference with Q: lies in Cp[[X1 , X2]]. Needless to say, we are
primarily interested here in finding one which is also capable of inde-
pendent and explicit formulation, particularly when the corresponding dif-
ference can be shown to lie in A 1 (see Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 4.8). The
key to our determination of such a polar-part for Q: is the Unit Transfor-
mation Formula together with the simple form of the denominator SN .
Similarly explicit expressions ‘‘at finite levels’’ (i.e., explicit polar parts for
the Q (N$): ) are not known to the author.
Let { be any element of K which, together with 1, forms an integral basis:
O=ZZ{ (35)
We define a homomorphism l: O  Z by setting
l (a) :=
a[1]&a[2]
{[1]&{[2]
=(coefficient of { in a)=
a (1)&a(2)
{(1)&{(2)
If a # Z then l (a)=0; otherwise, one has |l (a)|=[O : ZZa]. Thus l
depends on { only up to sign, and we shall normalise it by insisting hence-
forth that
{(1)&{(2)>0 (36)
Thus {(1)&{(2)=- d, where d=dK . (Equivalently, given (4), one could
require the positivity of l (=N) for any given N0). Moreover, having fixed
{ by condition (36), we can specify a choice of square root of d in Qp by
setting
d 12 :={[1]&{[2] (37)
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Our first step is to determine a polar part of E (Q:) considered simply as a
quotient of formal power-series. We make a linear change of variables W1 :=
Z1+Z2 and W2 :=d 12(Z1&Z2) which clearly identifies Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]
with the power-series ring Cp[[W1 , W2]] and similarly for the fraction
fields. Given any subset S of Z we shall write wSx (respectively, WSX) for
its smallest non-negative (respectively, its smallest strictly positive) element.
We have
Theorem 4.7. Given any N0 and any : # OfNO, the following con-
gruence holds:
E (R:)#
2 logp(=[1]N )
d 12 \
( 14 fNW2)(e
(12)wl (:)x W2+e (12)Wl (:)X W2)
e(12) fNW2&1 +
_(1+fNW1) (mod W 21Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]) (38)
(Note that the first factor is a non-zero constant and that the second is
lies in 1+W2Cp[[W2]]. Also, wl (:)x equals Wl (:)X unless : is a rational
class). Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.7 we first establish three
lemmas using the shorthand
{X :=logp(=[1]N ) \(1+X1) log(1+X1) X1&(1+X2) log(1+X2)

X2+
for a differential operator on Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]]), depending on N, and
writing similarly {Z :=logp(=[1]N )(Z1(Z1)&Z2(Z2)). Thus E b {X=
{Z b E and a quick calculation shows that
{Z F(Z1 , Z2)=logp(=[1]N ) \d &12W2 W1+d 12W1

W2+ G(W1 , W2) (39)
for any F(Z1 , Z2)=G(W1 , W2) # Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]. Also, for any such F,
we define F - , F  # Cp[[W2]] by setting F=F -+F W1 modulo
W21 Cp[[Z1 , Z2]].
Lemma 4.2. For any A, B # Cp[[Z1 , Z2]] we have the congruence
({ZA) B&A({Z B)#({ZA) B-&A-({Z B) (mod W 21)
Proof. We need to prove that
(B&B-) {ZA#(A&A-) {ZB (mod W 21) (40)
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Now (39) shows that {ZA is congruent to logp(=[1]N ) d
&12W2A modulo
W1 , so that the left-hand side of (40) is congruent to logp(=[1]N )
d &12W1 W2A B modulo W 21 . By symmetry this must be congruent to the
right-hand side. K
Lemma 4.3. Let C, D, F, G and H be elements of Cp[[Z1 , Z2]].
Assume that G- {0, H -=0 and that
C
G2
&
D
H2
={Z \ FGH+ (41)
in Fr(Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]). Then G-D#F -({ZH) (mod W 21).
Proof. Cross-multiplying in (41) we get
H2C&G2D=({Z F ) GH&F {Z (GH)
Since H -=0, by using the previous lemma twice we obtain
G2D#F - {Z (GH)#F -(({Z G) H+G({ZH))
#F -({ZH)(2G&G-)#F -({ZH)(G-+2GW1) (mod W 21)
On the other hand, G2 is congruent to G-(G-+2G W1) (mod W 21) and the
image of (G-+2GW1) in the quotient ring Cp[[Z1 , Z2]](W 21) is clearly
not a zero-divisor, so the result follows. K
Let us write s for the positive integer l (=N)=(= (1)N &=
(2)
N )- d=(=[1]N &
=[2]N )d
12. The geometrical meaning of the following lemma becomes much
clearer if one draws a diagram in R2.
Lemma 4.4. For any N0 and any : # OfNO, the homomorphism l
restricts to a bijective map from : & ,&1(P NN) (respectively from
: & ,&1(P

N
N)) to the subset S :=[wl (:)x+ifN : i=0, 1, 2, ..., s&1] of Z
(respectively to the subset S

:=[Wl (:)X+ifN : i=0, 1, 2, ..., s&1]).
Proof. We prove only the statement for : & ,&1(P NN) since the treat-
ment of : & ,&1(P

N
N) is identical. For each a # : & ,
&1(P NN) we have
,(a)=*,(1)++,(=N) with 0+<fN so that l (a)=+l (=N) # [0, fNs).
Thus l (: & ,&1(P NN)) is contained in l (:) & [0, fNs)=S . Next, given
a, b # : & ,&1(P NN) with l (a)=l (b) we must have a&b # Z & fNO=fNZ so
that ,(a), ,(b) # P NN differ by an integral multiple of ,( fN). This forces
,(a)=,(b) hence a=b. We have shown that l: : & ,&1(P NN)  S is well-
defined and injective. Now fNZ fN=N Z acts additively on O with
O & ,&1(P NN) as a complete set of orbit representatives and the fNO-coset :
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is a disjoint union of orbits. Counting them in one way therefore gives
|: & ,&1(P NN)| and in another, [ fNO: fN(Z=NZ]=[O : Z=NZ]=
l (=N)=s=|S |. The lemma follows. K
Proof of Theorem 4.7. First of all, note that for any a # O one has
E (Ta[1]1 T
a[2]
2 )=e
a[1]Z1+a[2]Z2=e12(Tr(a) W1+l (a) W2) where Tr denotes the trace
from K to Q. Now, taking N$=N in the Unit-Transformation Formula
(32) yields
=~ N V R:
=~ N V SN
&
R:
SN
={X \R
(N)
:
S (N)N +
and so, applying E:
E (=~ N V R:)
(1&e(12) fN(tW1+sW2))2
&
E (R:)
(1&e fNW1)2
={Z \ E (R
(N)
: )
(1&e(12) fN(tW1+sW2))(1&e fNW1)+
where t=Tr(=N). Since also (1&e(12) fN(tW1+sW2))-=(1&e(12) fN sW2)- {0
and (1&e fNW1)-=0 we can apply Lemma 4.3 and (39) to obtain
(1&e(12) fNsW2) E (R:)#E (R (N): )- {Z (1&e fNW1)
#
logp(=[1]N )
d 12
fNW2E (R (N): )
- (1+fNW1) (mod W 21)
(42)
Next, Lemma 4.4 makes its contribution:
E (R (N): )
-=\ :a # : & P NN e
(12)(Tr(a) W1+l (a) W2)+
-
= :
a # : & P NN
e (12) l (a) W2
=e (12)wl (:)x W2 :
s&1
i=0
(e(12) fNW2) i=e (12)wl (:)x W2
1&e(12) fN sW2
1&e(12) fNW2
There is a similar equation for E (R

(N)
: )
- with ‘‘W}X ’’ in place of ‘‘w}x ’’ and
taking the arithmetic mean gives an expression for E (R (N): )
- . Substituting
this into (42) and cancelling the factor (1&e(12) fNsW2) (whose image in
Cp[[Z1 , Z2]](W 21) is clearly not a divisor of zero) gives (38). K
As a corollary, we now obtain an explicit polar part for Q: , using E
&1
to get back to Cp[[X1 , X2]]. Define Y1 , Y2 # Cp[[X1 , X2]] to be
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(1+X1)(1+X2)&1 and ((1+X1)(1+X2))d
12
&1 respectively, so that
E (Yi)=eWi&1, i=1, 2 and Cp[[Y1 , Y2]] identifies by substitution with
Cp[[X1 , X2]].
Corollary 4.1. For any N0 and any : # OfNO, let V: denote the
element
2 logp(=[1]N )
f 2N d
12 \
1
4 fN log(1+Y2)((1+Y2)
(12) wl (:)x+(1+Y2) (12) W l(:)X)
(1+Y2)(12) fN&1 +
_\ 1Y 21+
1
Y1+
of Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]]). Then the difference Q:&V: lies in Cp[[X1 , X2]].
Proof. Since the two power-series E (SN)=(1&e fNW1)2 and W 21 clearly
generate the same ideal in Cp[[Z1 , Z2]], we can divide (38) by the former
to deduce that the difference
E (Q:)&
2 logp(=[1]N )
d 12 \
( 14 fNW2)(e
(12) wl (:)x W2+e (12) Wl (:)X W2)
e(12) fNW2&1 +\
1+fNW1
E (SN) +
lies in Cp[[Z1 , Z2]]. Applying E&1 to this difference, the corollary follows
on noting that
Y 21
1+fN log(1+Y1)
(1&(1+Y1) fN)2
#
1
f 2N
(1+Y1) (mod Y 21) K
The first parenthesized factor in V: lies in 1+Y2Cp[[Y2]] so that V:
represents a sort of ‘‘Y1-principal part’’ of Q: . As to the constant factor,
its arithmetic significance is hard to overlook! Indeed, since =(1)N >1, the
complex-valued partial-zeta function ‘K (a, fN , s)) has residue precisely
log(= (1)N )f
2
N- d at s=1. Now, as we explained in the Introduction in the
case of L-functions, one can in principle interpolate the partial zeta-values
‘K (a, fN , &k), for k # N (suitably modified) by means of a p-adic partial
zeta-function ‘K, p(a, fN , s). Although it seems rather hard to locate com-
pletely explicit accounts of this construction for general conductor, one can
easily see how it could be carried out using, for example, Theorem 3.5 of
[Se] and results of Deligne and Ribet. In the special case f=N=1
however, the construction is at the heart of Colmez’ residue calculation for
the p-adic Dedekind zeta-function ‘F, p(s) for an arbitrary totally real
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number field F. Indeed, by taking F=K in the first ‘‘Corollaire’’ on p. 388
of [Co], we get a p-adic residue formula that in our notation reads
ress=1(‘K, p(%1(:), p, s))=
logp(=[1]1 )
p2d 12
(43)
where p denotes the conductor ( pO) } 12 . Thus the constant factor in
V: is exactly twice the residue of the corresponding p-adic partial-zeta func-
tion in this case, and it seems more than likely that this would hold true
in the general case as well.
It may be worth emphasizing at this point that the quotient
logp(=[1]N )d
12 appearing in the constant factor of V: really does have the
same sign as that specified by Colmez for the corresponding quotient in
(43) or in his more general residue formula for ‘F, p(s). (The reader can
easily check this by referring to [Am-Fr], where the choice of sign in the
residue of ‘F, p(s) was specified for any real abelian field F ). At any rate, it
is easy to verify that our quotient is independent of the choices involved in
ordering 1 and 2 and in defining = (which together determine d 12, via
(37), (35), (36) and (4)), although the signs of logp(=[1]) and d 12, taken
individually, are not.
In one sense, none of this is very surprising since the key of Colmez’
method in [Co] is a calculation which, in our terminology, more or less
amounts to an evaluation of the p-adic limit of the constant term of R (N$):
as N$  . We know that this is equal to R:(0, 0), which may be
calculated by setting W1=W2=0 in (38). What is new is our interpreta-
tion of this limit as being the constant term of the numerator of a limiting
generating function, and one which possesses besides all the additional
properties described in this section.
For several purposes (and not least that of p-adic interpolation) it is of
much greater interest to have a ‘‘polar-part’’ for Q: as an element of F 1 and
not merely of Fr(Cp[[X1 , X2]]). In other words, an element of F 1 whose
difference with Q: lies in A1 . We shall now show that V: has this property,
provided that N=0 and p{2:
Theorem 4.8. Suppose that p is odd and that ; is an element of OfO.
Then U; :=Q;&V; lies in A1(X1 , X2). Furthermore, &U;&r is bounded above
by a constant multiple of 4(r) as r tends to 1 from below.
Proof. We have
Y 21 Q;=R;D V _\1&(1+X1)
f
X1 +
&2
&
where D=\11
d 12
&d 12+ # M2(Z)p (44)
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and, by definition of V; ,
Y 21 V;=(constant)_D V _(1+X1) \log (1+X2)X2 +
_\(1+X2)
f2&1
X2 +
&1
((1+X2) (12) wl (;)x+(1+X2) (12) Wl (;)X)&
(45)
The five power-series appearing between square brackets in (44) and (45)
all lie in A1 , as follows from Corollary 5.3 and the fact that p |% 2f. We con-
clude that both Y 21V; and Y
2
1Q; lie in A1 and so their difference Y
2
1 U; does
too. Since we already know that U; lies in Cp[[X1 , X2]], the first state-
ment of the theorem follows from Lemma 5.4. Next, consider, for each
r # (0, 1), the & } &r -norms of the five power-series mentioned above. These
are easily seen to be respectively at most 1, 1, 4(r)r, 1 and 1. Hence it
follows from (44), (45) and Theorem 3.1 part (iii) that both &Y 21V;&r and
&Y 21Q;&r are bounded by a constant multiple of 4(r) as r  1&. The same
is therefore true of &Y 21U;&r=r
2 &U;&r , and the second statement of the
theorem follows. K
To treat the case of general N (but still with p odd), one could apply
Theorem 4.2 with M=0: By decomposing : # OfNO as ;_# one could
write Q: as [E0 : EN] e# } V;+[E0 : EN] e# } U; . Since e# } is clearly
uniformly bounded as an operator on Ar for r in the interval
( p&1( p&1) pN&1, 1), the term [E0 : EN] e# } U; satisfies the two statements in
Theorem 4.8. In other words, [E0 : EN] e# } V; is a ‘‘good’’ polar part for
Q: . One can even write it out explicitly although the result does not seem
especially enlightening and so is left as an exercise for the persistent reader.
5. Appendix: Power-Series Results
This appendix assembles certain auxiliary results, facts and definitions
concerning the rings Ar , to which we have referred either explicitly or
implicitly in the last two sections. Most of these are elementary and the
proofs, where given, will usually be brief. Let’s prove that the norm & } &r
is multiplicative on Ar :
Lemma 5.1. Given r # R+ and F # Cp[[X1 , X2]], we have &F&r$&F&r
for each r$, 0<r$<r and &F&r$ tends upwards to &F&r as r$ tends to r from
below. K
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Proposition 5.1. Let F and G be two elements of Ar(X1 , X2) then FG
lies in Ar(X1 , X2) and &FG&r=&F&r &G&r .
Proof. It is easy to see that &FG&r&F&r &G&r so, by Lemma 5.1 it will
suffice to show that &FG&r$&F&r$ &G&r$ for all r$, 0<r$<r. Fix such an r$,
and write F= ai, jX i1X
j
2 , G= bi, j X
i
1X
j
2 and FG= ci, jX
i
1X
j
2 . Since
|ai, j | r$i+j  0 as i, j  , there exist index pairs (i, j) for which |ai, j |
r$i+j=&F&r$ . Let (i1 , j1) be the first such pair in the lexicographical
ordering on N_N and define (i2 , j2) similarly but with respect to G. The
ultrametric inequality then shows that |ci1+i2, j+j2 | r$
i1+i2+j1+j2 equals
&F&r$ &G&r$ and the proposition follows. K
We pass to the composition of power-series. For series with zero con-
stant term the definition and associativity of composition are standard and
pose no problems. In general, we have to be a little more careful:
Definition 5.1. Given r, s # R+ and G1 , G2 # Ar(X1 , X2) we shall say
that (G1 , G2) is an ‘‘r-to-s composable pair’’ if and only if we have
&G1&r$ , &G2&r$<s for all r$, 0<r$<r.
(This is equivalent to: &G1&r , &G2&rs and |G1(0, 0)|, |G2(0, 0)|<s, or
to the statement that (G1 , G2) maps D(0, r&) into D(0, s&).)
Proposition 5.2. Let r, s # R+ and G1 , G2 # Ar(X1 , X2) be such that the
pair (G1 , G2) is r-to-s composable. Let F= aij X i1X
j
2 be any element of
As(X1 , X2). Then the infinite sum i, j0 aijGi1G
i
2 converges in & } &r$ for
each r$, 0<r$<r. The limit is independent of r$, lies in Ar(X1 , X2) and
satisfies the inequality &i, j # N aijGi1G
i
2&r&F&s .
Proof. The first statement follows from the completeness of Ar(X1 , X2).
The rest follows from Lemma 5.1 and the fact that & } &r$ -convergence
implies coefficientwise convergence. K
The above limit is of course defined to be the composite power-series
which we denote F b (G1 , G2) or sometimes F(G1 , G2). This second notation
is consistent since F b (X1 , X2) is equal to F=F(X1 , X2). In a similar vein,
the representation F= aij X i1X
j
2 , a priori formal, can also be interpreted
as a convergent sum with respect to & } &s$ for any s$, 0<s$<s. Finally,
given any two power-series H1 and H2 with zero constant term lying in
Ar(X1 , X2), they necessarily constitute an r1-to-s composable pair for r1r
sufficiently small. Then our composite F b (H1 , H2) is defined, lies in
Ar1(X1 , X2) and certainly agrees with any previous definition.
Corollary 5.1. For any r-to-s composable pair (G1 , G2), the mapping
from As(X1 , X2) to Ar(X1 , X2) which sends F to F b (G1 , G2) is a norm-
decreasing homomorphism of Cp-Banach algebras. In particular, it is continuous.
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Proposition 5.3 (Associativity of Composition). Let q, r, s # R+ and let
G1 , G2 # Ar and H1 , H2 # Aq be such that (G1 , G2) is an r-to-s composable
pair and (H1 , H2) is a q-to-r composable pair. Then (G1 b (H1 , H2), G2 b
(H1 , H2)) is a q-to-s composable pair and for all F # As , we have
F b (G1 b (H1 , H2), G2 b (H1 , H2))=(F b (G1 , G2)) b (H1 , H2).
Proof. For any q$ # R+ with 0<q$<q we can choose r$ # R+ such that
&H1&q$ , &H2&q$<r$<r, so that the pair (H1 , H2) is q$-to-r$ composable.
Write 9 for the homomorphism from Ar$ to Aq$ defined by composition
with (H1 , H2). Since 9 is norm-decreasing (Corollary 5.1), we have
&Gt b (H1 , H2)&q$=&9(Gt)&q$&Gt &r$<s for t=1, 2
and it follows that (G1 b (H1 , H2), G2 b (H1 , H2)) is q-to-s composable. Now,
if F= aijX i1 X
j
2 then F b (G1 , G2) is equal to limn   0i, jn aijG
i
1G
j
2 by
definition (limit w.r.t. & } &r$). Therefore, by the continuity of 9, (F b (G1 , G2))
b(H1 , H2)=9(F b (G1 , G2)) is equal to limn   0i, jn aij9(G1) i 9(G2) j
(limit w.r.t. & } &q$), which also equals F b (G1 b (H1 , H2), G2 b (H1 , H2)). K
Note that associativity is not guaranteed if we only assume that ‘‘all
intermediate compositions are defined’’ in some vague sense: Consider the
one-variable counterexample F=eX, G=log (1+X), H=‘&1, ‘ # +p ,
‘{1.
Taking constants for H1 and H2 in Proposition 5.3, We get
Corollary 5.2 (Composite Functions). Let r, s, F and (G1 , G2) be as
in Proposition 5.3. Then for all (x1 , x2) # D(0, r&), the point (G1(x1 , x2),
G2(x1 , x2)) lies in D(0, s&) and F(G1(x1 , x2), G2(x1 , x2))=(F b (G1 , G2))
(x1 , x2). Furthermore, this equation ( for all (x1 , x2) in any sufficiently small
disc about (0, 0) in C2p) uniquely characterises the power-series Fb (G1 , G2). K
We shall need a version of Taylor’s Theorem.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that F lies in Ar(X1 , X2) for some r # R+ and that
k, l # N. Then &(1(k! l !))(k+lFX k1 X
l
2)&r&F&r r
&(k+l). K
Theorem 5.1 (Taylor’s Theorem). Let r, s # R+ and F # As(X1 , X2) be
given and let H1 , H2 , G1 and G2 be elements of Ar(X1 , X2) such that
(H1 , H2) is r-to-s composable and &G1&r , &G2&r<s. Then the pair
(H1+G1 , H2+G2) is r-to-s composable and the sum k, l0 (1(k! l !))
((k+lFX k1 X
l
2) b (H1 , H2)) G
k
1G
l
2 converges to F b (H1+G1 , H2+G2) in
& } &r .
Proof. The r-to-s composability of (H1+G1 , H2+G2) is clear, as is the
fact that the sum converges in & } &r . (Use Corollary 5.1 and Lemma 5.2).
To conclude, we can therefore choose any r$ less than r and prove that
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the & } &r$ -limit of the sum equals F b (H1+G1 , H2+G2). Set s$=
max[&H1&r$ , &H2&r$ , &G1&r$ , &G2&r$]<s and let F= aijX i1 X
j
2 . Then
"ai+k, j+l \i+kk +\
j+l
l + H i1H j2Gk1 Gl2"r$&F&s (s$s)(i+j+k+l )
so that the infinite sum i, j, k, l0 ai+k, j+l ( i+kk )(
j+l
l ) H
i
1H
j
2G
k
1 G
l
2 converges
in & } &r$ . The desired equality follows on regrouping and summing the
terms in two different ways. K
We turn now to the logarithmic series. We recall the definition of 4(r)
in Section 3.3 and make also the
Definition 5.2. For each n # N set Ln(X) :=(1pn)((1+X) p
n
&1) #
Q[X].
Lemma 5.3. For t=1, 2 and for each r in the interval (0, 1) we have
(i) &Ln(Xt)&r<pnr and &Ln(Xt)&r4(r), for each n1, and
(ii) as n tends to infinity, Ln(Xt) converges in & } &r to log (1+Xt)=
i1 ((&1)i&1i) X it # Ar(X1 , X2).
Proof. Part (i) follows from the two equations (1pn)  pni=1 (
pn
i ) X
i
t=
Ln(Xt)= p
n
i=1 (1i)(
pn&1
i&1 ) X
i
t . For part (ii) we note that (
pn&1
i&1 ) is a rational
polynomial in pn for each fixed i, with constant term (&1) i&1. It fol-
lows that the sequence [Ln(Xt)]n0 tends coefficientwise to log(1+Xt)
so it suffices to show that it is & }&r -Cauchy. Write Ln+1(Xt) as
(1pn + 1)((1 + pnLn(Xt)) p & 1), expand by the Binomial Theorem and
apply the second estimate for &Ln(Xt)&r to get &Ln+1(Xt)&Ln(Xt)&r
p1&n max[1, 4(r) p]. K
We can now prove a result which was used in Sections 3.3 and 4.4 to
study the V -action:
Proposition 5.4. Let M, M$ and M" be three matrices in M2(Zp)
satisfying M=M$+pnM" for some n1. Given any F lying in Ar(X1 , X2)
for some r # (0, 1), we have the infinite sum representation (convergent in
& } &r)
M V F= :
k, l0 \M$ V \
1
k! l!
k+lF
X k1 X
l
2++ Gk1 Gl2 (46)
where for t=1, 2, the series Gt is defined to be pn(M$ V (1+Xt))(M" V Ln(Xt))
and satisfies the two inequalities: &Gt &r<r and &Gt&rp&n4(r).
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Proof. The inequalities follow from the definition of Gt , using Proposi-
tion 5.1, Lemma 5.3, part (i) and Corollary 5.1. Let M=( ac
b
d), M$=(
a$
c$
b$
d $)
and M"=( a"c"
b"
d"), so that a=a$+p
na" etc. Then one has
(1+X1)a (1+X2)c&1
=((1+X1)a$ (1+X2)c$&1)
+(1+X1)a$ (1+X2)c$ ((1+X1) p
na" (1+X2) p
nc"&1)
=((1+X1)a$ (1+X2)c$&1)+G1
and similarly (1+X1)b (1+X2)d&1=((1+X1)b$ (1+X2)d $&1)+G2 . hence,
thanks to the first inequality on the &Gt &r , we can apply Theorem 5.1 (with
s=r) to calculate F b ((1+X1)a (1+X2)c&1, (1+X1)b (1+X2)d&1). The
result, written in the ‘‘ V ’’ notation, is (46). K
Finally, the following lemma and its corollary were used in the proof of
Theorem 4.8.
Lemma 5.4. Let r # R+ and F # Ar(X1 , X2) be given and write Fk for the
kth homogeneous component of F. (That is, Fk=i+j=k aij X i1X
j
2 where
F=i, j # N aijX i1 X
j
2). Suppose that there exists n # N such that Fk=0 for
i=0, 1, ..., n&1 and &Fn&r=&F&r {0. Then, for any G # Cp[[X1 , X2]], we
have the implication FG # Ar(X1 , X2) O G # Ar(X1 , X2).
Proof. Suppose that F and n satisfy the given conditions and that
H :=FG lies in Ar(X1 , X2). Let G=k0 Gk and H=k0 Hk be the
homogeneous decompositions of G and H. It clearly suffices to show that
&Gk&r&H&r &F&r for all k # N and this follows by induction on k from
the equations FnGk=Hn+k&Fn+1Gk&1& } } } &Fn+kG0 for all k # N. K
Corollary 5.3. A power-series F # Ar(X1 , X2) is invertible in Ar(X1 , X2)
if and only if it satisfies the condition &F&r=|F(0, 0)|{0.
Proof. If there exists G # Ar such that FG=1 then we must have
0{|F(0, 0)|&F&r and |F(0, 0)| &1=|G(0, 0)|&G&r=&F&&1r by Proposi-
tion 5.1. So also &F&r|F(0, 0)| and the necessity of the condition follows.
To prove sufficiency, one reduces easily to the case F(0, 0)=1, &F&r=1.
The sum i0 (1&F ) i then converges coefficientwise to a formal power-
series G # Cp[[X1 , X2]] satisfying FG=1. Applying Lemma 5.4 with n=0
we conclude that G lies in Ar(X1 , X2), as required. K
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